Lawrentians Follow Returns
During ‘Election Night *68’
As millions of viewers across
the nation watched election re
sults, Lawrence students crowded
into the union for Election Night
‘68. According to Bruce Brown,
the event’s chairman, some 725
tickets were sold for the all-night
vigil on voting returns.

predictions with a trip to an in
auguration in January.
‘‘It will be at least a fortnight
before we know who won the con
test.” Brown said. "We have severa hundred entries to go through
first.”

Political Arena

" E L E C T IO N N IG H T ’68” in the union’s Riverview Lounge was packed by over seven
hundred students who came to eat donuts and watch election returns come in over tele\ision and teletype. Poet Robert Bly (circle), who had earlier read his poetry, also at
tended the election program.
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Povolny’s Select Committee
Plans ‘Academic Aims Day’

Peter Fritzell, assistant profes
sor of English, and James Noble,
a junior, will be the other two
speakers. They will attempt to re
late their remarks in such a way
that there will be a confronta
tion of ideas which will hopefully
stimulate student interest and
thought.
All afternoon classes on the
fourteenth will be cancelled or
rescheduled in order to allow the
discussion groups to meet at 2
p.m. Each group wiH have a fac
ulty chairman and a student re
corder chosen by the group. The
discussions will be centered
around points emphasized in the
convocation and those articulated
in a letter which all students
have, or will have received, from
the committee.
Concerning the progress of the
committee, Povolny stated that
most of its work was still tenta
tive, with many alternatives still
being considered. Of primary im
portance, Povolny believes, are
questions
concerning
whether
Lawrence ought to offer gradu
ate programs, and the place of
a small residential college in so
ciety today.
Povotoiv asked,
“ Does this type of school have
sufficient special value to justify
its relatively high cotf?"
Concerning admission policies,
the crucial question seems to be
the conflict between the Univer
sity’s commitment to excellence,
and its social responsibility, espe
cially to the underprivileged.

UPI
United Press International in
New York relayed latest develop
ments by the teletype machine.
WLFM had a crew of broadcast
ers in Riverview Lounge, with
special apparatus to connect them
with their headquarters in the
Music-Drama Center.
Large blackboards in one area
of the room outlined progress in
the major political contests. One
board showed the election re
sults as Lawrence students had
predicted them. WaUde - talkies
were used and a pubic address
svstem informed the crowds of
developments broadcast on the
three major networks.
Arrangements for Elec'jon Night
‘68 at Lawrence were begun at

Mojmir Povolny, professor of
government and chairman of the
President’s Select Committee on
Planning, announced this week
completion of plans for “Aca
demic Aims Day,” Thursday,
November 14. There will be a
convocation on that day concern
ing the plans and goals of the
committee, with small discussion
groups involving the entire Stu
dent body taking place in the af
ternoon
The convocation will be during
the regular 11:10 period and will
be required. There will be three
speakers. Arthur Remley, chair
man-elect of the Board of Trus
tees, will discuss Lawrence’s con
tinuing openness to constructive
change, and will voice the full
support of the trustees for the
committee.

Rivem ew Lounge was trai»formed into a busy, press-filled
political arena where students
and faculty could watch major
network news coverage.
Six
televisions, donated by the H. C.
Prange Company, were placed
about the room. Front pages of
past “New York Times’’ election
issue were hung on the walls,
along with numerous political
stickers and signs.

the opening of school this year.
Ticket sales, which until last Sun
day ndght had been in the red,
doubled between then and Tues
day to outsell Election Night ’66
at Lawrence.

Outcome Pleasing
” 1 was pleased with the out

come,” sadd Brown, “after a bad
start in the ticket sales.” The
cost of the tickets was used to
absorb such cost as printing, in
suring the televisions, and buying
refreshments. The remainder of
the receipts will be used to pro
vide the winner of the election

M O J M IR P O V O L N Y , chairman of the President’s Select
Committee on Planning, is planning a convocation entitled
“Academic Aim s” for Thursday, November 14. That after
noon, student discussion groups will meet with members
of the faculty to further investigate the aims, goals, and
structure of the Uniyersiy.
Povolny also indicated that the
faculty is a matter of concern for
the committee. He stated, “ I per
sonally believe that the excel
lence of the faculty depends on
the combination of scholarship
and teaching ability, but this
problem is still undecided and un
der discussion.”
The curriculum is another m at
ter being considered and is un
decided. This is an area where
student opinion can be very help
ful, according to Povolny. The
committee wishes to evaluate
both the system of general re
quirements, including Freshman
Studies, and the value of intro
ductory courses. Two other aca
demic matters to be discvissed
are the system of grading and the
need for declaring a major.
Another consideration of the
committee is the possible need
for more opportunities for offcampus study programs. Povolny
said, “The important question
here is whether Lawrence stu
dents need a broader exposure to
the world; whether the smadl-town
environment is too protective to
offer a compete educational ex
perience.”
Povolny also indicated the
structure and organization the
committee is taking now that its

work has begun in earnest. Ac
cording to Povolny, the commit
tee has held weekly meetings
since the beginning of the year,
and is now beginning to receive
reports from the special groups
that were formed in September.
These special groups are form
ed entirely of members of the
committee, and are based on spe
cific aspects of the University
which they feel need investiga
tion. At the present, there are
four groups doing research. They
are concerned wuth 1) the char
acter of the college, 2 ) curricu
lum, 3) special programs, and
4) institutional structure.
In January, four new groups
will be formed. These include
studies of the facilities, the fac
ulty, student affairs, and the fi
nancial aspects of the commit
tee’s explorations.

FACULTY MEETING
Among the issues considered
by the faculty at Us monthly
meeting today were an an
nouncement from the Povol
ny Committee on Planning, and
comments from Mrs. Ida Wal
lace. director of the ACM
Washington office.

Center In Germany
Leaves Boennigheim
For Town of Eningen
The Lawrence German Study
Center will be moved, in July
1969, from its present location in
Boenningheim to the town of
Eningen.
This move results from the ex
piration of the lease with Schiller
College in Boenntnghedm, which is
expanding and in need of the fa
cilities now used by Lawrence.
Eningen is a town of approxi
mately 8,500 inhabitants, a twenty
minute drive from Reutlingen, a
city of 70,000.

Small Hotels
Students will occupy two small
hotels in the middle of E nongen
Women will be housed in one,
men in the other. A former school
building will contain classrooms
and offices.
No basic changes will be made
in the German study program
when It relocates in Enmgen.
There may, however, be an in
crease in the program’s size from
forty to fifty students.

Courses Offered
Courses offered in the first ses
sion at Eningen, the 1969 summerfaf! session, wiH be German, art,
and geology. During the second
session German, economics, and
geology will be available
Faculty teaching at Eningen
during the 1969-1970 academic
year will be John F. McMahon,
professor of German; Ronald W.
Tank, associate professor of
geology; and Thomas E. Werczlau,
professor of economics.
Wenzlau will be the resident di
rector for that period.

Delay In Key Door Delivery
Holds-up New Hours Policy
A delay in the delivery of sev
eral components of the key card
systems for Caiman, Ormsby, and
Sage Halls is preventing the im
plementation of the "self-limiting
hours” policy for women approved
by LUCC last spring.
The electric locks and the key
cards themselves have already ar
rived, according to Jack Manwell,
director of the physical plant. The
hardware necessary for the install
ation of the locks in the present
aïl-glass doors, although ordered,
has not yet been received from the
manufacturer located in Cali
fornia.
Mianwell expects tlhat the needed
components, already two weeks
overdue, will arrive within the
next two weeks.
Once they have arrived, it will
take a day to install and wire the
stainless steel box that houses the
lock. This box is the major miss
ing part of the key card system.
Müss Morton, dean of women, is
certa/in that the key card system
along with the self-limiting hours
policy will be in operation by the
beglinmr.g of second term if not
late this term.
She explained that the inability
to install the locks is the only ob
stacle to implementing the “seüflim iting hours” policy. DWA has
successfully raised the eight hun
dred dollars necessary to pay for
its onethord Share of the key card
system.

The university is paying the re
maining two-thirds.

Abuse Privilege
When asked about her earlier
expressed concern over the “setlf1uniting hours” policy, Miss Mor
ton explained that the reserva
tions were for only a small minor
ity of the women who will abuse
the privilege. She added, however,
that the majority of women should
not be restricted by that minority.

Phi Beta Kappa
Names 5 Seniors
The Wisconsin Gamma-Delta
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa an
nounced the election of five se
niors to its membership. Cited for
superior scholarship were: Den
nis Delap, a philosophy major;
Ann Finney, a bio-chemistry m a
jor; Steven V. Ponto, am econom 
ics major; Wayne Steinbach, ma
joring in physics, and Anne VerHe, an anthropology, major.

Scholarship Awards
The society also made three
undergraduate awards for high
scholarship. The Freshman Schol
arship Award was presented to
John Idoine and Alison Osborne.
James Noble received the Junior
Scholarship Award.

Tarr Faculty Letter
Details Developments
President Curtis W. Tarr an
nounced recent administrative de
cisions to the faculty in a letter
last week.
He noted that only a portion of
the $375 increase recertify author
ized by the trustees will be used
to increase the comprehensive fee
to $2955 for the 1969-70 academic
year. Lawrence’s fee will still be
one of the lowest among the ten
institutions comprising the Asso
ciated Colleges of the Midwest.
The letter explained that ad
ditional funds are needed primarily
to increase faculty salaries, and
“to make a more cdequate al
location to the food services and
dormitory functions.”
Tarr »¡s» revealed in a copy of
the letter sent to parents of Law
rence students concerning the
comprehensive fee increase that
increases are planned for the fi
nancial aid budget. He said that
“our development people continue
to search for gift support for agnifscent increases to our scholar
ship funds.”
He also noted the signing of
two LUCC actions: the new dem
onstration policy and the approv
al of admission of women to the
first-floor lounge in Brokaw Hall.
Copies of two enactments were in
cluded with the letter.
In conclusion. Tarr wrote that
remote terminals wil be connect
ed to the new IBM 360-44 compu
ter which wili be installed at the
Irebitute of Paper Chemistry
within the next few weeks.
While "this sophisticated third
generation computer will make
computations which are not pos-

siMe” on the university's present
1620, and will do other computa
tions much faster than the 1620,
the old computer will be retained
temporarily for teaching purpos
es and economic reasons, T arr’s
letter said.

‘RAISIN IN THE SUN’
Kappa Alpha Theta will spon
sor a showing of “ Raisin in the
Sun,” starring Sidney Poitier,
in Youngchild 161, Monday,
November 11, at 3:30 p.m. and
7:00 p.m. There will be no
charge for admission, but do
nations will be collected for a
Greek foster child which the
Thetas sponsor.

SHOPLIFTERS BEWARE
The food service has less
than two dollars per day per
person with which to operate.
This includes maintenance of
the service and salaries as well
as food cost. Every time an ash
tray or sugar bowl is taken
from Downer or Colman, mon
ey otherwise used for purchas
ing food must be applied to re
placement of stolen articles. If
you want more food and better
food, please return the missing
items and refrain from lifting
them in the future.

T H E L A W R E N T IA N
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For the B E ST BUYS in S C H O O L S U P P L IE S , A R T
and D R A F T IN G M A T E R IA L S

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.
213 E. College Ave.

Appleton. Wisconsin
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IN A TIME OF TORMENT
by I. F. Slone
A m erica’s m oit d is
tinguished independent
journalist examines key
issues and personalities:
LBJ, Vietnam, Fulbrlght,
The Negro, The Kennedys,
The Left, The Right.
»-4M |1.»9.

CITIES IN A RACE
WITH TIME
by Jeanne R. Lowe
An interpretation — ac
claimed by the experts
— of the most important
experiences of certain
American cities in tack
ling urban and human
decay. A Vintage Slant
V-469 » 1 9

SIX PSYCHOLOGICAL
STUDIES
by jean Piaget
In English for the first
time, these essays on
mental development are
an incisive summary of
the work of the eminent
Swiss psychologist. V-462
$1.19.

A

THE RESPONSIBLE
ELECTORATE
by V. 0. Key, ir.
with the assistance of
Milton C. Cummings, Jr.
The rationality in presi
dential voting between
1936-1960 is analyzed by
an examination of voting
statistics and data on
voting behavior. V-470
1
$1.65._______

EGYPT: Military Society
by Anouar Abdei-Malek
History of 15 years of
Egypt’s national revolu
tion 1952-1967 with em
phasis on the army re
gime, the Left, and social
change »under Nasser.
V-426 $1.95.

THE ARTIST'S
JüURNEYjliXTü
THE INTERIOR

RaymondResidents
Sponsor Readings
“The signs announce an event
of interest to people who enjoy
the liberal arts.” Such was the
feeling of Jeff Woodward, head
of Raymond House Poetry Read
ings, in speaking of the two ban
ners periodically seen on campus
which read. “ Poetry Today.”
,
Raymond House Poetry, which
has replaced last year’s similar
E ast House Poetry, has been well
received by the Lawrence com
munity. Its coordinators report
th at attendance is much higher
than last year.
Readings are usually held in
Riverview Lounge of the Union.
There are no set rules as to what
each session should be like. A
variety of performances from
poetry and prose readings to gui
tar playing have been given.
“The purpose.” as Woodward
puts it. “ is to «establish a time,
place, and general subject for
anyone that is interested in a re
laxing Saturday afternoon. Poetry
readings are performances of
any and all types of entertainment
from personal antics to group di
gressions.”
Most contributors to the Ray
mond House readings are Law
rence students or professors, birt
some, like Raymond Lyons of
WSU-Oshkosh who will present a
prose reading soon, are from off
:ampus.

Page Two

THE WISDOM OF
INSECURITY
A Message for an Age
of Anxiety
by Alan W. Watts
The foremost Western in
terpreter of Zen Buddhism
asserts that highest hap
piness is found only in
awareness that im per
manence and insecurity
are inescapable. V-468
$1.45.

THE DISSENTING
ACADEMY, «n

and orhpt e->N«tv?>
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Vietnam
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byWate Kaufmann
>•>*IMm I
MAN AGAINST POVERTY:
WORLD WAR III
Edited by
Arthur I. Blaustein and
Roger R. Woock
The most comprehensive
collection of present day
thought on virtually all
aspects of poverty by
such figures as Martin
Luther King, Barbara
Ward and Michael Har
rington. V -ll $2.49.

HO CHI MINH
by Jean lacouture
The first major biogra
phy of this puzzling world
figure ... by the author
of Vietnam Between Two
Truces. V-219 $1.95.

THE ARTIST’S JOURNEY
INTO THE INTERIOR
and other essays
by Erich Heller
With grace, wit and eru
dition. one of the lead
ing critics of German
literature examines the
characteristic quali
ties of modern German
thought from Goethe to
W it t g e n s t e in . V-439
$1.65.

THE SECRET SEARCH FOR
PEACE IN VIETNAM
by David Kraslow &
Stuart H. Loory
In unprecedented detail,
this book reveals for the
first time the labyrin
thine course of peace
diplomacy accompanying
the escalation of the
Vietnam war. V-152
$1.95.

NIETZSCHE
Philosopher.
Psychologist, Antichrist
by Walter Kaufmann
An updated, expanded
version of a highly re
garded, many-faceted
study ol N ietzsche's
unique contribution to
philosophy and psychol
ogy A Vintage Giant.
V-436 $2.45.

THE DISSENTING
ACADEMY
Edited by
Theodore Roszak
Essays criticizing the
Am erican academ ic
world, condemning its
dryness and introversion,
urging it to programs of
socially responsible ac
tion. V-472 $1.95.

i

PRELUDE
TO RIOT
a v ie w o f

VMMAN AMERICA

nom THE BOTTOM
THE MILITARY HALF
by Jonathan Schell
The author of The Village
of Ben Sue describes the
destruction of rural
South Vietnam by the
U.S. military, committed
to destroying, as opposed
to U.S. civilians abroad,
intent on rebuilding
V-435 $1.65.

FANSHEN
A Documentary of
Revolution in a
Chinese Village
by William Hinton
The agonizing story of
rural China in turmoil as
seen in the life of a sin
gle northern Chinese vil
lage on the eve of the
Communist takeover. A
Vintage Giant. V-465
$2.99.

CRISIS NOW
Jamas M. Gavin
In collaboration with
Arthur T. Hadley
One of the best informed
critics of the Vietnamese
war share his views on
major issues facing the
U.S. from “error abroad
to squalor at home.”
V-434 $1.99.

OTHER NEW TITLES: UNITY. FREEDOM ft PEACE: A Blueprint for Tomorrow by Nelson A
Rockefeller V-395 $1.95 / THE WILL TO POWER by Friedrich Nietzche V-437 $2.95 /
FROM ANATHEMA TO DIALOGUE: A Marxist Challenge to the Christian Churches by
Roger Garaudy V-461 $1.45 I A LOSS OF MASTERY: Puritan Historians in Colonial
America by Peter Gay V-463 $1.65 I THE COLOSSUS and Other Poems by Sylvia Plath
V-466 $1.25 / THE DRAGON: Fifteen Stories by Yevgeny Zamyatin V-467 $1.95 / 1649:
THE MAKING OF A REVOLUTION by Georges Duveau V-471 $1.95 / REVOLUTIONARY
IMMORTALITY: Mao Tse-tung and the Chinese Cultural Revolution by Robert Jay Lifton

SEARCH FOR A METHOD
Jean-Paul Sartre
Sartre’s attempt to purify
Marxism and enrich it
witti existentialism is
summarized and fore
shadowed in this Intro
duction to his Critique
of Dialectical Reason.
V-464 $1.65.

PRELUDE TO RIOT
A View of Urban America
from the Bottom
by Paul Jacobs
A blistering, superbly re
searched account of the
rotting inner-city core
and the officiousness,
sluggishness and hope
lessness of those pre
suming to help. V-433
$1.95.

ADAM AND HIS WORKS
Collected Stories of
Paul Goodman
Five new stories and vir
tually the complete texts
of the exuberant writer’s
three story collections:
The Facts of Life, The
Break-Up of our Camp,
and Our Visit to Niagara.
V-473 $1.99

V-474 $1.99 / THE ENLIGHTENMENT: The Rise of Modern Paganism by Peter Gay V-479
$2.95 I FIRST SEASON by Israel Horovitz V-476 $1.65 / THE UNDERTAKING AND OTHER
PLAYS by Oavid Trainer V-477 $1.65 I COLLISION COURSE Edited by Edward Parone
V-476 $1.69 / TWO-FACTOR THEORY: The Economics §1 Reality by Louis 0. Kelso and
Patricia Hetter V-462 $1.65 / SOVIET MARXISM by Herbert Marcuse V-460 $1.99 / A
TIME OF WAR/A TIME OF PEACE by Sen. George McGovern V-461 $1.69 / DISOBEDI
ENCE ANO DEMOCRACY: Nine Fallacies on Law and Order by Howard Zinn V-463 $1.4S.

CONKEY S BOOK STORE
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R uts A r e a Groove

Students Pigeonholed to Fit
Six Stereotyped Categories
<ACP>—Iowa State Daily. Iowa
State University, Ames. Iowa.
Young, bearded Yippie leader
Jerry Kubin, whom some ot you
may have read about in the pa
pers yesterday, is a special breed.
At the .same time he's our repre
sentative, even Chough he proba
bly didn't watch or care about
Johnny Carson’s annive r s a r y
show Tuesday nigh!, drink beer
with the guys or crack a book.
I’ve just read an article that
categorizes us college students in
six tidy divisions, granting us
“ fluidity” only once in awhile
among (he divisions.
Malevolent Dreamer
If you’re Jerry Rubin you’re in
Psychology Today’s malevolent
dreamer category. The article
says that on sighting you the uni
versity administrators pray si
lently, “restore us the apathy of
the 1950’s.” Malevodent dreamers
are also bnanded as activists, left
ists, radicals or anarchists. If
you feel out of place among
beards and blue jeans, you might
be a member of the “kept genera
tion.” You fit here if you still
write home, work on homecoming

committee and crack the books
before Johnny Carson.
When you study instead of
waitching Johnny Carson, study on
the week ends (because you can’t
get a date) and refuse to see a
psychiatrist, vcu definitely belong
to the monastic generations.
Just Rewards
We newspaper editors, ad hoc
committee members and future
peace corps workers have a
place, too.
We're benevolent
dreamers wrapped up in the work
ethic—hard work ends in just re
ward.
On the other hand, if the
world’s not worth saving in your
way of thinking, you're a hdppde
seeking sanity and doing your
own thing. Hopefully, you’re a
member of at least one of these
five categories or else you’re
among the graveyand generation
That’s self-explanatory.
If this excites youf interest, an
other academician offers 15 hy
potheses to explain what is hap
pening to the younger generation.
For instance, you have a choice
between his critical hypothesis
which blames parents for our

idealism.
Like guinea pigs, writers, psy
chologists. educations and adver
tisers are stereotyping and ex
plaining the “ Pepsi generation ”
They seem to be covering the sit
uatton so thoroughly one finds
it hard to say anything original
about student dissent What two
sides can you offer to attach or
defend last spring’s strike at Col
umbia? The two sides may he
summed up neatly as anarchi&s
versus the establishment. Wrong.
Do all the students at Iowa State
argue from the same points of
view?
What Category Today?
I urge you to read—pick up a
Saturday Evening Post, a Harp
er’s, almost any current period«
cal. Listen — to the bearded
ones in the Commons, to the girls
down the hall. Change can only
come when we read and listen to
ideas we’ve never heard before,
when we learn new arguments to
issues. If there’s nothing for you
to learn, what category are you
in today?

One college does more
than broaden horizons, ft
sails tothem, and beyond.
Now there's a way for you to know
the world around you first-hand.
A way to see the things you’ve
read about, and study as you go.
The way is a college that uses the
Parthenon as a classroom for
a lecture on Greece,
and illustrates Hong
Kong’s floating
societies with an
hour’s ride on a
harbor sampan.
Every year Chapman College’s
World Campus Afloat takes two
groups of 500 students out of their
classrooms and opens up the
world for them. And you can be
one of the 500. Your new campus
is the s.s. Ryndam, equipped with
modern educational facilities and
a fine faculty. You’ll have a com
plete study curriculum as you go.
And earn a fully-accredited
semester while at sea.
Chapman College is now accept
ing enrollments for Spring ’69
and Fall ’69 semesters. Spring ’69
circles the world, from Los Angeles
through the Orient, India, South
Africa, to New York. Fall ’69 leaves
New York for Europe, the Mediter
ranean, Africa, South America,
ending in Los Angeles.
The world is there. Here’s a
good way for you to find out what’s
happening. Send for our catalog
with the coupon at right.
Safety Information: The
s.s. Ryndam, registered in the
Netherlands, meets International
Safety Standards for new ships
developed in 1948 and meets 1966
fire safety requirements.
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Alumni React

Section

Columns

Peace M arch A fterm ath —

Initial reaction t<> the Lawrence I'eace March two weeks
ago was largely limited to a few catcalls and sev eral thrown
In a tw o part series. The Lawrentian Feature De
partment will study the delayed reactions, of the greater
Lawrence community to the Peace March, focusing this
week on the attitudes of Lawrence alumni, and probing
next week the attitudes of the man-in-the-street.
“Our peculiar form of Govern
ment its considered to be still on
tnial, and the question of its per
manence is not yet fully settled.’’
So reads a statement from an edi
torial in the February, 1887 issue
of The Lawrentian.
Right to Express Dissent
Although times have changed
considerably since then, Lawrence
students continue to affirm (and
in a much louder voice than the
lebels of 1887' the fact that “our
peculiar form of Government is
si ill on trial.”
The recent Peace March ex
emplifies this fact, and regard
less of differences of opinion on
campus concerning the war. the
right to express dissent in this
manner is generally well accept
ed.
But how does Appleton—the av
erage citizen, the “man in the
street.” the high school student
—react to the idea of protest'’
The Lawrentian talked with o
number of Lawrence alumni, high
school students, and other towns
people to find out.
Several alumni felt strongly
that the march and other activi
ties of the past few years are
having an adverse effect on the
‘‘Lawrence image.” Eanl Miller,
class of 1932, said "If they want
to hold these things, it’s all right
as long as they don't infringe on
the rights of others. I was against
the blocking of roads against Ma
rine recruiters last year. Every
one has a right to use those
roads.”
“Needed to Be Hosed”
A woman from the class of
1948, who wishes to remain anony
mous, said “The college-age
group should be dissenting. But
1 don’t approve of the way Law
rence students have been going
about it.” She added that her
church was picketed twice by
Lawrence students, and “they all
'looked like they needed to be
hosed off.”

Mrs. It. A Stillings. a 1942
graduate who has Ixhh involved
in Appleton politics lor some
tirme and was Appleton's first wo
man alderman, said "1 approve.
I think students' motivations were
very good Maybe they felt their
country was betraying them.”
She addl'd that although this is
“not my way ol expressing my
s e lf she thinks young people
should be interested in what is
going on because “they are going
to inherit the world “
Peaceful Peace March
Alumni Association President
Elmer Otte. class of 1930. stated
that he approved of the march
because “it was a peaceful peace
march We must have law and
order ” He emphasized that al
though the right to dissent is ac
ceptable. “ there is a responsibil
ity to see that the dissenter is
not necessarily right ”
“ Proud of Your Kids’’
Also expressing the opinion
that the right to protest is com
pletely defendable as long as the
demonstration does not become
disorderly was Mrs R C Ducklow, a 1942 LawTence graduate
“ I would be self-conscious doing
it,” she said “ 1 wish I had the
courage I’m proud of you kids.
You told us something.”
Expressed Approval
For the mw* part, alumni re
actions reflected considerable
open-mdndedness regarding the
idea of student protest. The in
terpretations varied, and were in
a few cases completely unfavor
able. but the majority of those
interviewed expressed approval
NEXT WEEK: The high school
students, secretaries, sign-hangers, waitresses, salesmen, etc.

Ski Buffs do it!

“ I’m afraid one group of stu
dents has taken over, and these
student leaders are being contin
ually re-eleoted,” she added.

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Admissions
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666
Please send your catalog detailing curricula,
courses offered, faculty data, admission require
ments and any other facts I need to know.
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Ralph McGowan, an insurance
man from the class of 1925, said
that Lawrence is “just trying to
be another Berkeley” and “jump
ing on the political bandwagon in
imitation of larger schools.” He
added that he was “surprised”
at the participation of area minis
ters.
“ Future Gold Star Mothers”
A businessman from the class
of 1940 who feels that “college
students should not form their
opinions so definitely until later
in life” recalled a panade led by
Lawrence students in 1939 or 1940
called the “ Future Gold Star
Mothers’ Parade.” St u d e n t s
marched with baby buggies to
demonstrate that they didn’t want
to lose their children in World
War II, which the U.S. had not
yet entered.
The group had received a per
mit from the city which was can
celled at the last minute so the
parade was limited to campus
areas “ Lawrence and Appleton,”
the alum told the reporter, “were
on non-speaking terms for a year
or so.”
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What Glory Price?

Church and Society — III

Lawrence, like private colleges and universities across
.the country, is maintaining a precarious parity between its
charges and the price the majority of its students from
middle income families can afford to pay. It is exceptional
in this area only in that its fees can he compared advantag
eously to those of institutions of similar quality, and in
that its financial management is more sound.
RISIN G COSTS. Faced with the possible necessity of
limiting the enrollment to those who can afford to pay
(even the 6 3 # of actual cost represented bv tuition charges
here) and thereby limiting the school’s educative social
mixture, Lawrence has chosen to meet its rising costs by
steadily increasing the tariff since the beginning of this
decade—for next year a wopping 9 # to $2955.
Next year’s comprehensive fee increase is necessary if
an excellent faculty is to be maintained, if overdue im
provements in food service and living facilities are to be
realized, and if library holdings are to be increased. H ow
ever, necessity and sound management are small comfort
in such matters. These all too regular dramatic fee in
creases—at nearly twice the present rate of inflation—
could price private education, at Lawrence and elsewhere,
out of the market if new sources of income are not dis
covered and developed better than present ones.
L O N G E R ST R ID E S. The trustees made a tactical
error in not increasing the tuition “slightly” last year, for
some classes presently attending Lawrence will be paying
an unfair percentage of the recent fee increases—and those
impending. The board and the administration are making
the best of a bad situation, but longer strides toward more
dependable relationships with the greater Lawrence com
munity could be made with an explicit guarantee to in
coming classes that the charges for their four years would
remain the same. Perhaps a regular increment could be
established for succeeding incoming classes if necessary.
The possibility should be fully explored.
The long range solutions to Lawrence’s financial prob
lems, however, do not lie in ever-increasing fees. Next
year's higher charges, though justifiable and necessary, are
unfair in a larger sense, and must therefore be accompan
ied with larger efforts which do not penalize those who
are finding it increasingly difficult to be understanding.

By NICK CANDEE and STAFF
Rev. Orville Janssen, pastor of
St. Bernard Catholic Church in
Appleton, believes strongly that
religion does have relevance to
college students.
Religon has through the centuries
sought to provide answers; wheth
er it does today. Father Janssen
feels, depends on the openness, re
sponsiveness, and initial interest
of the individual, plus of course
the cooperation of persons repre
senting the Church.

possibility”.
Janssen does not feel that re
ligion is being replaced by any
other philosophy such as existent
ialism, which he thinks leads even
tually to a closed door. The ques
tioning of today’s youth on matters
of religion, he thinks, perhaps de
fines the challenge in a way that
the Church is almost forced to re
spond to it. The Church must learn
to adapt itseftf to .today's prob
lems, not the problems of four
centuries ago.

Understanding Hankups
Priests must try more to “under
stand the hang ups’’ of the peo
ple they come in contact with,
Janssen believes, such that “The
stiffness in religion is going to
have to disappear . . . but not the
dignity.”
An educated person can have
faith, Janssen thinks. In fact, he
says, “ I can’t think of anyone
more open to ithe possibility.”
Child-Oriented caching
Janssen feels hat Catholic teach
ing has formerly “been pretty
much child-oriented’’ and needs
to be recast in more adult terms.
Since most people get most of
their religious training when they
are children, the concepts in then
minds tend to remain in the child
ish form m which they were in
troduced.
“Most college students have a
grade -s chool understanding of
Christ,” concurred David Toycen.
head of the Lawrence Christian
Fellowship, senior philosophy maj
or, and captain of the wrestling
team.
Bad Memories
“Many students haven’t invest
igated Christianity.” he added;
“all they have are bad memories
of bigoted churchgoers, dogmatic
parents,” and other negative re
actions.
Toycen made a distinction be
tween the sophisticated know
ledge coming from a college edu
cation and the elementary know
ledge that most people have of
religion. He saw the solution as
“to start studying Christianity to
relate it to your more sophistica
ted beliefs.”

back a little more of the peace
they had before.
Standing Room Only
Father Mark Schumacher, who
has “standing room only” crowds
for masses at the Newman Cen
ter, suggested ithat man’s view
of himself and his relation to God
have fluctuated along the lines
of man’s attitude toward himself.
Now, God can no longer be talked
about in terms of the medieval
world view.

FATHER MARK SCHUMACHER
suggests that today, "our old myth
and its symbols are no longer ade
quate”.
Today, he said. “We have such
a broader knowledge of the world
that our old myth and its symbols
are no longer adequate ” conse
quently, the church is presently
in the midst of a "mythical up
heaval”
Upheaval of Myth
It is this upheaval of myth, part
of the questioning of traditional
power bases for authority and ac
tion, coupled with the problems
posed for the individual that pro
vides the impetus for the "Relig
ious Renaissance” series. While
it would be shortsighted to suggest
that religion and the church is
changing as never before, it is
apparent that considerable visible
re-orientation is taking place.
While, as Toycen said, “A lot of
what is in the dmrch is irrelevant
to college students” there is un
questionable active agreement with
Pastor Thearie’s insistence that
“the church must strip away what

To the Editor. . .
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Finding a means to or a definition of personal faith is
a difficult enterprise at best, particularly, in light of the
“knowledge explosion*' that has called into question tradi
tional life—styles and religious beliefs. This, the third
and final part of the “ Religious Renaissance” series, deals
with the dilemma of “the educated believer.’’

FATHER ORVILLE JANSSEN,
ask if an educated person can
have faith, asserts that ‘‘I can’t
think of anyone more open to the

TERM I FINAL EXAMINATIONS
Some examinations will be given at times other than you may
expect. Note that the examination in Government 51 will be given
In two sections because there was no one period where conflicts
did no occur. I know about one other conflict; the victims have
been notified. If you encounter still other conflicts, as you very
well may, please report them to the Registrar promplv. Threein-a-row schedules, either before or after but not over the inter
vening Sunday, can be adjusted by the personnel Deans.
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 6 — 8:30 A.M.—Classes meeting at 8:30
T T S; History 38; Physics 31
FRIDAY, DEC. 6 — 1:30 P. M.—Classes meeting at 11:10 M W F
SATURDAY. DEC. 7 — 8:30 A.M.—Classes meeting at 1:30 M W F
except Physics 31, which is changed to Friday a.m., as indi
cated above; Mathematics 14
SATURDAY, DEC. 7 — 1:30 P. M. — Classes meeting at 9:50
T T S except Mathematics 14. which is changed to Saturday
morning, as indicated above; Economics 22; Music Educa
tion 55.
MONDAY, DEC. 9 — 8:30 A. M. — Classes meeting at 9:50 M W
F; Slavic 31; students in Government 51 who cannot take the
test on Monday afternoon.
MONDAY. DEC. 9 — 1:00 P. M.—Classes meeting at 8:30 M W
F; Music 26; students in Government 51 who cannot take the
test on Monday morning.
TUESDAY. DEC. 10 — 8:30 A.M. — Economics 45, English 51
English 56, German 30, History 72. Mathematics 27. Philos
ophy 34. Psychology 45. Religion 39. Slavic 22. Music Educa
tion 35.
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To The Editor:
As new teeth cut through gums
in the mouths of the Lawrence
students, perhaps the teething
process can be made less pain
ful with he words of Arnold Heidenheimer.
This author talks
about the Sozialistfecher Deutcher
Etudentenbund (SDS >, which was
replaced in Germany by a less
radical organization, the (SHB),
and seems to have been replaced
on this campus. Such student or
ganizations actively demonstrate
against unfavorable party policies
and help to enlighten the coun
try’s future leaders. Heidenheimer supports this type of activity.
“The German soortization pat
tern thus
provides mechan
isms for students to sow their
intellectual wild oats as subsi
dized kibitzers before assuming
the reponsibilities of organization
men within the party fold proper.
Their preparation is in some
ways less rigorous than that of
Amerk'an politicians-to-be, who,
at typical state universities, must
display their own prowess in or
ganizing float panades. their abil
ity to manage mammoth athletic
events, and their acumen in flat
tering their elders." (The Governments of Germany)
I think his comments and the
new trends at Lawrence make a
lot of 9ense. May the Peace
March be only the beginning.
JAMES SNODGRASS

SENIOR DAVID TOYCEN charges
that "most college students have
a grade school understanding of
Christ”.
“You have to start over and
examine your evidence, primarily
the gospels,” he said; “rational
thought has to be the basis for
your Christian faith.”
Toycen Stressed the importance
of the historical knowledge and
evidence of Christ given in the
scriptures. He saw this as the
starting point for Christian faith,
as empirical evidence on which to
base rehgious beliefs.
In the Action
Returning to the issue of change
in forms of worship that was
touched upon in a previous part
of the series. Fr. Janssen believes
that the congregation “should
be involved in the action" during
the liturgy, but thinks perhaps
that "the pendulum has swung
too far" with the recent changes
that have taken place, and that
perhaps the churches need to get

Page Four

structure to face the urgent prob
lems of our time.”
Our Town
As part of “our time,” the indi
viduals assayed for the “ Religious
Renaissance” series Were not se
lected for representation of a
cross-section sample, but for their
dynamicism, prominence, and ab
ility to relate to members of the
Lawrence and AppVeton commun
ities.
They are manifestations of Fath
er Janssen’s prediction that “the
stiffness in religion is going to
have to disappear . . . but not the
dignity.” In light of their cam
pus and community commitments,
they are some of the several pos
sible examples of the “mounted
meditation" of which Reverend
Engelman spoke, functioning with
in the church which William
Boardman saw as "the shell of an
institution to meet social needs."

______
Members of the Lawrentian
staff contributing to the last
part of “ Religious Renais
sance” included Al Esterline,
Jim Kehoe, Jim Molitor. Tina
Renard and Sue Schreiner.
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LITTLE M AN ON CAMPUS

By R. L. Y A TZEC K
Assistant Professor of Slavic Literature
Because the language of imag
ery and allusion is more difficult
to censor than as straight journa
lism, Russian literary artists have,
since the 18th century, borne the
burden of social and political com
mentary in their country. As pro
viders of almost the only believ
able printed material, literary ar
tists have enjoyed great and wides|>read respect. This tradition has
continued in Soviet times, and
writers in Russia today are paid
in accordance with their popularity
as we^il as with their politics.
The poet Voznesenskij, no liter
ary or party hack, can expect
quiet sell-outs of 300,000 volume
editions of his poetry. Book prices
are relatively low if, as in the case
of Voznesenskij or Evtusenko, the
writers have a reputation for bold
ness and honesty. Since writers
do occupy such a position, the gov
ernment is predictably annoyed at
anti-government protest. And such
protest has, in the last two years,
begun to appear in the Soviet Un
ion.
Two examples of public protest
are of special interest—that of the
novelist Alexander Solzhenitsyn
and that of tfhe nuclear physicist
Andrej Saxarov. Both deal, in
whole or part, writh the problems
of cultural and intellectual oppres
sion dn Russia and, by extension,
in the whole world. Both place
their authors in serious fegal jeop
ardy because they appeal to world
public opinion and therefore will
certainly be understood as treas
onous attacks on the Soviet state.
“One Day in the Life
Of Ivan Denisovich”
Solzhenitsyn, the author of ‘‘One
Day in the Life of Ivan Deniso
vich” and of the recently publish
ed ‘‘The First C irde,” circulated,
at the Congress of the Union of
Soviet Writers in May of 1987. a
petition protesting the conditions
under which Soviet writers are
forced to work.
In this letter Solzhenitsyn at
tacked the institution of censor
ship as medieval and destructive
of living literary culture. In this
connection, referring to the prac
tice of rehabilitating controversial
wriiters after their deaths, he, in
Pushkin's words, accused the bur
eaucrats, quoting the line “ they
are capable of loving only the
dead.” He asserted further that
literature cannot exist be ween the
words “permitted” and “ not per
mitted.”
More Than 600 Writers
Seized by the Secret Police
Solzhenitysn then went on to at
tack the Writers’ Union itself.
Quoting from iits constitution he
noted that one of the Union’s func
tions was “to protect the copy
rights and other rights of writ
ers” He noted that since Stalin’s
rise more than six hundred mem
bers of the union had been seized
by the secret police and that in
every case the Union had aided
and abetted the police. He im
plied that the Union might as well
disband if it was orVly capable of
selling out its members.
Solzhenitysn Book
Published in West
Finally Solzhenitsyn described
his own literary problems since
the publication in 19C>2 of the pris
on camp novel “One Day.” With
the increase of bureaucratic pres
sure to stop criticizing Soviet life
he had found it first difficult, then
impossible to publiish. He was not
paid regularly, refused permission
to give lectures and readings, and
finally his apartment was search
ed and the manuscript of the novel

“The First Circle” seized by the
secret police. (It is now suspected
that the novel was released in the
West by the secret police to com
promise Solzhenitsyn by opening
him to the charge of treason which
had been leveled at Sinjavskij and
Daniel).
The author goes on to say that
he hopes that the Union will help
him to seek redress in his trouble
but that if it does not he is quite
willing to die if that is the only
road to publication, although he
warns that “stopping a writer’s
pen has never ennobled our his
tory.”
Petition Had No Effect
On the Writer’s Position
This protest letter was signed by
82 members of the Writers’ Union
(out of six thousand», one of the
signers being Andrej Vo?nesenskij
who was forthwith deprived of his
passport and refused permission
to give a series of poetry readings
in the United States. The petition
had practically speaking, no pos
itive effect on Solzhenitsyn’s posiion as a writer, and he has further
been subjected to systematic
newspaper vilification because of
the planned publication in the
West against his express wü¿h, of
the novel “The First Circle.”
The publishing houses of Praeger and Dutton dropped publication
plans when Solzhenitysn protested
publication, but several oftiher frms
—Diai and the German Possev
among them, are either planning
publication or have already pub
lished the work in the West, re
gardless of the effect that this
may have on Solzhenitsyn’s fate.
Nevertheless, and with more help
from his fellow writers than from
western publishers, Solzhenitsyn
has courageously made his point.
Protest Not Limited
To Literary Figures
Cultural and intellectua1! protests
in Russia have, finally, not been
restricted to the literary world.
The most recent and most thor
oughgoing examination by a pri
vate citizen of Soviet intellectual
and political policy is the nuclear
physicist Pavel Saxarov’s essay
“Thoughts on Progress, Peaceful
Co-existence and Intellectua1! Free
dom” which was privately distri
buted last July in the Soviet Un
ion and was released at the same
time in the West through major
newspapers.
Saxarov asks iin his essay for a
rational and scientific approach
to world problems in an atmos
phere of free discussion He con
demns the continuation of political
imprisonment in Russa, and specfically asks for the release of
Sinjavskij ar.d Daniel.

Finally, Saxarov feels that those
bureaucrats on both sides of the
Iron Curtain who demagogically
inspire their own people with na
tionalism and whip up their fears
in order to secure their ow n power
will certainly lead the wrorld to
speedy destruction if rational and
free discussion in an atmosphere
of mutual trust does not take the
place of such methods.
Co-Developer of H-Bomb
Takes Freedom in Hands
The essay, published this July
in the “New York Times,” is the
most recent phase in the attempt
of Soviet intellectuals to both take
a hand in the governing of their
own country and converse respon
sibly with the outside world Saxar
ov, the holder of the Stafi'in prize
and a co-developer of the Soviet
hydrogen bomb, has taken his life,
or at least his freedom, in his
hands by publishing this essay.
His statements, like those of the
above mentioned writers, must
certainly be viewed in the West
as something more than a projx»
ganda victory if future life on
earth is to be assured. Let us “dig
nify” these writers with the right
kind of attenton. Our half of the
world is not so free of the diseases
diagnosed by these Russan writers
that we can afford to ignore their
words.

• CALENDAR■
Friday, November 8—
Greek Symposium
Panhel — Union, 3 p.m.
Closing Address — Dr. J. H.
Hollomon, Univ. of Okla.:
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Discussion—Union, 10:30 p.m.
German Department films,
Youngchild 161, 7 p.m.
Film Classics — “ Les Carabin
iere «The Riflem en',” Stephen
son 201, 7 p.m.

Saturday, November 9—
Film Classics — “ Les Carabin
iere (The Riflemen),” Young
child 161, 7:30 p.m.
Phn Mu Alpha Sinfonia party
(invitational), The Ivanhoe, 8
p.m.
Beta Theta Pi-Kappa Alpha Thê
ta party, Pennings, 9 p.m. to
1 a.m
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Former Editor Is Awarded
For School Censorship Fight
NEW YORK, Oct. 31—A former
college newspaper editor today
received the first Freedom Award
for independence in collegiate
journalism.
Gary C. Dickey, former editor
of the Troy State College news
paper in Alabama, received the
award at a convocation of the Na
tional Council of College Publica
tions Advisers and the Associated
Collegiate Press.
The presentation was made by
Dr. Dario Politella, NCCPA pres
ident and head of the department
for journalistic studies at the
University of Massachusetts. The
award was provided to the
NCCPA by the John Hancock Mu
tual Life Insurance Co.
Politella said Dickey was chos
en for journalistic courage in

challenging the claim of college
administrators that no criticism
of state officials was |>ermittcd
because the state “owned” the
campus publication.
Dickey, a Vietnam veteran, was
expelled from the college in Au
gust 1967 after publishing a blank
space in the “Troypolitan” mark
et! “censored” in place of an a r
ticle banned by college adminis
trators because it criticized the
actions of state legislators.
Dickey took his ease to the
U.S. District Court and was or
dered readmitted to the college
on the grounds that “a state can
not force a college student to for
feit his constitutionally protected
right of freedom of expression as
a condition to his attending a
state-supported institution.”
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Sunday, November 10—
Film Classics — “ Les Carabin
iere (The Riflemen),” Young
child 161, 7:30 p.m.

Monday, November 11Geology field trip to Kettle
Moraine — all day
Chamber Music Series — Camerata Bern string easemble,
Harper, 8 p.m.

Russian Writers Also
Against Vietnam War
He warns that the problems of
overpopulation, famine, and nu
clear destruction cannot be solved
in a merely national framework
but will demand genuine coopera
tion between the United States and
the Soviet Union.
He attacks the war in Vietnam
as a “crime agaiast humanity’’
but also vigorously castigates Sov
iet medd'i'ing in the Middle East
and blames Russia for the most
recent Arab-Israeli conflict.

Tuesday, November 12—

FIRST OF A SERIES
Editor’s Note: Yatzeck’s two
part essay on government cen
sorship in the Soviet Union is
the first in a continuing series
of articles faculty members
have consented to write for
The Lawrentian ir< succeeding
months.

Thursday, November 14—

Freshm an Studies lecture —
Prof. .lames A. Coleman, Am
erican Iniematonal College on
“Modem Theories of the Uni
verse.” Stansbury, 9:50 a.m.
Lawrence Christian Fellowship,
YoungchiM 166, 7 p.m.
LUCC, Union. 8 p.m.
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Wednesday, November 13—
Freshm an men’s dinner meet
ing, Harper, 6:30 p.m.
Lawrence University Theatre —
“Camino Real,” Stansbury,
8 p.m.
Junior Panhel study break for
freshmen women
Convocation — Povolny Commit
tee, Chapel, 11:10 a.m.
Student recital — Thomas Lar
son. string bass; Jeannette J.
Joiner, piano: Daniel Foster;
Harper, 8 p.m.
Lawrence University Theatre —
‘‘Camino Real,” Stansbury, 8
p.m.

Lady Bostonians
The classic moccasin styled with a saucy man«)
tailored touch in pebble-textured scotch grain. Ex
quisitely crafted! Excruciatingly comfortable! Just
stop in and try on a pair—but bring money..,you
may want to wear them home.
S o m e s ty le s t o 11 — $ 1 3 a n d $ 1 7

HECKERT SHOE CO.
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Professoriat Exterminates
Liberal College Education
(Editor’s Note: The following
is a reprint from a “ Header’s Di
gest News Release.” )
In attacking college adminis
trations are campus rebels hitting
the wrong targets?
In the view of editor John Fisch
er, the answer is yes. He blames
faculty—a deeply entrenched “pro
fessoriat”—rather than college ad
ministration for the death of lib
eral education in this country. And
he suggests that campus rebellions
are happening because liberal-arts
students are just beginning to rea
lize that they’ve been had—that

they are the victims of a 20-year
long academic revolution that has
benefited faculty members, but
no one elise.
In a November Reader’s Digest
article (condensed from Harper’s),
Fischer traces that revolution
from the end of World War II,
“when the demand for higher ed
ucation began to grow with ex
plosive speed.”
University teachers — the only
ones who could meet the demand
—changed virtually overnight from
“humble pedagogues to the sole
purveyors of a scarce and precious

Yenderbush’s Arrival
Thwarts Panty Raid
A panty raid on tihroe women’s
dormitories lasit week didn't quite
come off as Dean of Men Kenneth
H. Venderbush followed and
thwarted a hard-core group of
Brokaw freshmen as tliey went
from Sage to Ormsby to Colman
halls.
Of the several attempts at Sage
to break in, one entry through a
side window was successful for
six men until they were flushed
out by the dean.
The crowd, which shortly be
fore 11 p.m. had grown to 100-200.
broke up except for some fifty
men, most of whom were Brokaw
residents, who proceeded to Orms*>y
At Ormsby about a dozen gained

Dean Venderbush
Attends Workshop
Kenneth R. Venderbush, dean
of men, represented Lawrence at
a consultation workshop for personnel workers sponsored by the
American College Personnel As
sociation held in Detroit last
week.
This consultation-workshop was
the first of four to be held this
month in Omaha, Hartford and
San Francisco. The meeting’s top
ic was “Student Personnel Work
and Response to Cultural Differ
ence,” and was attended by 50
white delegates and 25 black dele
gates.
Speakers included the black As
sistant Dean of Rutgers University,
.lames C. McDonald, whose topic
was “Black Pre-college Culture.”
The second speaker was Matthew
Stark of the University of Minne
sota, the coordinator of human re
lations and programs, who spoke
on “The Issue-Response of Cultur
al Difference.” Tlie third speaker,
Clarence Shelley, Illinois’ Assist
ant Dean of Student Personnel and
Assistant to the Chancellor, spoke
on “Black Campus Culture.”
Venderbush is writing an exten
sive report of the meotiimig which
will be circulated on campus. He
described the meeting as “elec
tric” and felt that many people
there were shaken by the speeches
and discussion.
Asked for the reason for the
four consul ta tiion-workshops, Ven
derbush quoted from the A.C.P.A.’s statement of purpose. “The
publication of the Kerner Report,
the activities of our black students,
together with associatiated prob
lems of poverty and the urban
ghetto, made it clear that society
must address itself to these and
related concerns. The world of
American higher education is be
coming heavily involved in the
search for alternatives and solu
tions to society's problems,” the
statement said.

entrance When a girl opened a first
floor door to look out. The doz
en were quickly turned out, how
ever, and the group went on to
Colman.
Responding to chants of “We
want silk!” Colman girls were
said to be more enthusiastic,
throwing assorted items from upper-story windows.
Going through ;*n open window
on the Panhel wing of the dormi
tory, two people made their way
to the front door, which they open
ed to admit the crowd of fifty-plus
clustered outside.
Some two dozen freshmen made
it up the stairs before Venderbush
arrived to block and oust the rest
of the raiders.
The dean pursued those who had
gone upstaiirs; most fled of their
own accord. One of the last to
leave, however, was met at the
door by Venderbush.
The retreating raider attempted
to escape recognition by pulling
the dean’s hat over his eyes. None
theless, Venderbush grappled with
the freshman, who somehow man
aged to wrestle the dean to the
ground and pin him.
Mustering his decanal powers,
Venderbush persuaded the fresh
man that his identity could not
remain unknown for long, and con
vinced the freshman to stop sitting
on him.
The fi^eshman gave up and re
leased the dean, after which they
talked about the incident.

commodity.”
“Like all monopolists,” Fischer
writes, “they used this new-found
power to enhance their own
wealth, prestige, and authority.
Today $50,000 incomes—from sal
ary, government, and foundation
grants, outside lectures, and con
sulting fees—are not uncommon
in academic circles.” On most
campuses today it is the faculty
that decides who shall be hired
and fired, what shall be taught,
and to whom.
About the only thing teachers
don’t do is teach, says Fischer.
“ Today, few well-known schol
ars teach more than six hours a
week,” he writes. “The routine
problems of mass higher educa
tion have fallen by default to grad
uate students. What liittle teach
ing the professors do is often dull
and ineffective. The typical pro
fessor couldn’t care fess about un
dergraduates.”
Who gets hurt? Mostly the lib
eral-arts students—who are often
the brightest students of all. These
young people come to college
uncertain of career goads, but
wanting to find understanding:
“and they hope to pick up at least
a smattering of it by talking to
wise, mature men; by reading un
der those men’s guidance; and by
observing how such men conduct
their own lives.”
Their chances of meeting these
goals today “are clo6e to zero,”
Fischer declares.
The freshman drawn to a uni
versity in hopes of liberal educa
tion quickly finds it is unavail
able. “Hence,” says Fischer, “his
accusations of hypocrisy, his dis
illusionment, and his impulse to
throw bricks through classroom
windows.”
Here, declares Fischer, is the
underlying—and understandable—
reason for campus rebellions.
“When undergraduates demand
“student power,” they want a
voice in what is taught, so that
at least some courses will be rel
evant to their lives and interests,
rather than to the graduate schools
and the research projects of the
professors.”
Giving them such a voice may
well be a “sensible sedition” to
the campus problems that have
erupted so suddenly and violently,
he says.
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Camerata Bern
String music from the 17th, 18th
and 2()th centuries will comprise
the Chamber Series program by
the U-member Camerata Bern.
The Swiss-based ensemble, open
ing attraction of the four-concert
series, will perform at 8 p.m. on
Monday, November 11, in Harper
Hall.
Selections on the program in
clude the “Concerto Grosso, Op.
3, No. 11 in D Minor,” by Antonio
Vivaldi; “Chaconne in G Minor,”
by Henry Purcell; "Concerto for
Violin and Orchestra in A Minor,”
by J. S. Bach; “Sonata da chiesa
for Viola d’amore and Strings,”
by Frank Martin; and “Sinfonietta for String Orchestra, Op. 52,”
by Albert Roussel.
Tickets for the concert and for
the series are on sale at the box
office in the Music-Drama Cen
ter. Other programs on the series
are the cello-piano team of Gabor
and Alice Rejto, Monday, Jan. 13;
harpsichordist Gertrud Roberts,
Monday, March 10; and classical
guitarist Michael Lorimer, Mon
day, April 14.
Conservatory seniors Jeanette
Joiner, a pianist, and Tom Lar
son, a string bass player, will
present a public recital at 3 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 114, in Harper
Hall.

Miss Joiner s a piano student
of Theodore Rehl, associate pro
fessor of music. Larson studies
with Professor Kenneth Byler.
Both recitalists are candidates for
the Bachelor of Music degree with
majors in music education.
Debussy
Miss Joiner will play “Papil
lons, Op. 2,” by Schumann; “Noc
turne in C-sharp minor, Op. 27,
No. 1,” by Chopin; and “Min
strels,” by Debussy.
Larson has programmed move
ments from Marcello “Sonata in
E Minor;” and the Mozart “Con
certo in B-flat, K. 191” He will
also play “Apres un Reve,” by
Faune; and “Chaconne,” by Ar
mand Russefl.

NEED A

NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 1000
models at Pah-low’s
Priced from $3 to $100

PAH-LOW'S
LUGGAGE — GIFTS
303 W. College Avenue
On the Street of Quality

VIEW FROM THE BENCH
By AL E S T E R L I N E

In the past few years, it has become almost common
place to hear people question the value of intercollegiate
sports at a small liberal arts college. Few people, how
ever, take the time to consider the alternatives, or to actu
ally examine the premises under which intercollegiate
athletics at Lawrence operate.
Coach Heselton, Professor of Physical Education and
director of Lawrence’s athletic program, explained to me
thi> week the philosophy behind intercollegiate competition
at Lawrence.
Heselton stated that the M W C “has the most sane ath
letic program in the nation.” He added that the various
schools realize that their prime objective is academic, as
is exemplified by the fact that in all member schools, the
faculty has complete control over the athletic department.
He used the example of Beloit in 1951, when they had
built up an outstanding basketball team by overemphasis
and overscheduling. Meloit then proceeded to out-class the
conference with the expressed intent of not furthering the
aims of the conference, but of winning a high place for it
self in the national ratings. As a result. Beloit, for a num
ber of years, was expelled from the MWC.
As far as Lawrence in particular is concerned, Heselton
explained that the athletic department realizes that Law
rence is not a Big Ten University, and it is not their posi
tion to pressure people into participating in sports. Tie men
tioned that on a number of occasions he has come to know
a person well because of the person’s participation in a
sport, and when this person decided, for some reason or
other, not to go out for the sport, their relation was not
changed at all.
W hen asked if an athlete could benefit as much from
intramural sports as from intercollegiate competition. Hesclton responded: “ If the collcge had just intramural sports,
the good athletes would control the situation. We do both
because this is the best-the combination of intramural and
intercollegiate gives the greatest number of boys a chance
to compete within their own class.” He also noted that
an outstanding athlete, Chuck McKee, for example, would
be terribly bored with intramural competition.

11 I'V E HALF A MINP TO T U M 0O TU OF YOU IN TO THE
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Athletes in general. Heselton claimed, arc an important
part in the development of many people. He cited the fact
that many ex-athletes at Lawrence had written to him
telling how the discipline and spirit they had experienced
in intercollegiate sports had been profoundly beneficial
in future life.

Book R eview

The Light Around the Body
By Robert Bly

“ A BODY SU RE DOES G E T AROUND.” Poet Robert
Hly gesticulated while reading his aiul others' works at
the Art Center last Tuesday. The award-winning anti-war
poet later lent his guru-some presence to the "Election
Night V>8” proceedings.

Voice from the R ight

Ripon Hears Buckley Slam
Current Unrealizable Goals
By BRUCE BR O W N
After microphone failure greet
ed his opening joke about Hubert
Humphrey. William F. Buckley,
Jr. spoke for 80 minutes to a
standing room only audience of
1400 inside the Ripon College
gymnasium last Tuesday evening.
Presenting an ‘‘account of dis
orders in America,” ever witty
and erudite, Buckley probed the
phenomenons of “discourtesy,”
the “moral imperialism” deny
ing the democratic process (e.g.
the controversy surrounding Ron
ald Reagan’s appearance at Yale
as a Chubb fellow), and the rise
in crime rate (‘‘it is statistically
riskier to walk a half a block in
New York than to actively par
ticipate in a riot.” )
Suggesting that these are inter
related, the ex-mayoralty candi
date and debating opponent of
Gore Vidal offered four “propo
sitions": "The cost of disobedi
ence is too high.” “This society’s
unwillingness to prosecute law
lessness is moral weakness,, not
strength.”
Buckley said that the axiom
“change must be effected by due
process has become a tenet we
are unsure oí,” but blamed “a
rise m flow technodogy” which
obscures the direct hurting of in
dividual persons by covertly dis
rupting societal processes. By
historical analogy, he reminded
that “we will move against each
other" to preserve our ideals.
Third, “the United States is in
experienced at losing” and used
to winning. Pointing out that “ex-

plosions have been campusized,
city-ized,” futilely, Buckley said
that the answer to pacify the Uni
ted States was not in a Vietnam
or race issue settlement, because
(proposition four), “America has
lately given itself over to the
realization of unrealizable goals”
(e.g., Marin Luther King’s “free
dom now” ).
As a conservative spokesman,
he felt that after much use of
“ We shall overcome.” there has
been “nothing much happening.”
with a consequent “fall from the
delerious state of anticipation”
in the last two years. “Govern
ment has tried to do what God
and personal idealism are for.”
Passing over the new left and
drop outs, he added that "the
larger group” is alienated by
“ materialism that robs the self
of individualism’’ quoting Richard
Nixon. Buckley acknowledged the
world’s “unresponsiveness to us”
and “what we think.” but cau
tioned against “the narcotic
frenzies of ideology.”
In a subsequent question and
answer period Buckley suggest ed
that George Wallace is void of
ideological consistency, has no
backing of recognized conserva
tives, and s “an embarrassment
to conservatives.” The editor of
National Review promised a less
colorful engagement of seman
tical parrying when he again joins
Gore Vidal on the same platform
“with lots of distance between
us” this election night.

The forty-three poems of Rob
ert Bly’s second volume. “The
Light Around the Body.” won the
National Book Award for Poetry
for 1967 and it therefore behooves
any critic (and how much more
this one > to read these works with
special care and to avoid as much
as passible the treacheroiB influ
ences of first impressions.
Having observed these precau
tions, I find the book a curious
mixture of the powerful and mov
ing with the indifferent and i sometfimes» baffling.
Mr. Bly is well-known as a pro
test poet but one cannot help feel
that in general the poetic value of
the selections in “ Light Around the
Body” is inversely proportional
to the strength of the protest.
There are exceptions, certainly:
“Counting Small-Boned Bodies"
(“If only we could make the
bodies smaller . . . If only we
could make the bodies smaller ... .
smaller . . . If only we could
make the bodies smaller . . . We
could fit a body into a finger-ring,
for a keepsake forever.” » achieves
its protest in and *through the
poem; the protest is a part of the
poetry, not something that seems
merely to have been tihrust upon
the poetic form for a free ride.
At times Mr. Biy slips into the
simply incomprehensible, as in
these lines from “The Current Ad
ministration” :
Snow fell on a farmyard
in Montana.
And the Assyrian lion blazed
above the soybean fields.
The last haven of Jehovah, down
from the old heavens,
Hugged a sooty corner of
the murdered pine.
Arabic numerals
Walked the earth, dressed
as bankers and sportsmen
One looks hopefully to the bottom
of the page for a sprawling foot
note and—finding none—despairs
of ever fathoming the sense of
the thing.
Antithetical Virtues
But if there are didacticism and
obscurity in “The Light Around
the Body,” there are also power
and control in many places through
out; and in the best of the selec
tions these two antithetical virtues
of power and control are fused,
are synthesized, to create some
thing at once forceful and beauti
ful.
Interestingly enough, the poems
by Robert Bly in which this com
bination of power and control oc
curs are not poems of protest,
but poems of despair, which is
quilte a different thing, for protest
assumes that improvement is pos
sible.
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Mr. Bly is at his poetic best
when he abandons the protest for
which he is noted, when he aban
dons the didactic and gives us
rather a fresh view of reality
through another man’s eyes: he
is at his best in lines like these
from “Free of Despair Has Been
Our Saviour":
This autumn, I
Cannot find the road
That way: the things that we
must grasp.
The signs, are gone, hidden
by spring and fall, leaving
A still sky here, a dusk there,
A dry cornleaf in a field; where
has the road gone? All
Trace lost, like a ship sinking.
Where what is left and what
goes down both bring despair.
Not finding the road, we are
slowly pulled down.
SECOND THOUGHS
The above review of “The Light
Around the Body" was written be
fore Robert Bly’s appearance here
on November 5. This writer was
much impressed by both Mr. Bly
;ind his reading but stiFi believes
that hris first estimation of “The
Light Around the Body” is, es
sentially, a valid ore.
The long explanations with which
Mr. Bly prefaced many of his
poems in the reading were often
necessary explanations, explana
tions without which the sense of
the poems was at best elusive.
These explanations oujjht to have
been included in the written work.
Yet one feds that a poem that

Student Directors
To Present Plays
Thanksgiving weekend the Ex
perimental Theater will be the
scene of three student-directed
plays. Bruce Iglauer will direct an
adaptation of Stud Terkdfs famous
“Division Street Chicago,” and
Craig Hamilton will stage Edward
Albee’s “Sandbox” and William
B. Yeats’ "Purgatory.”
“Division Street Chicago" is a
series of 18 actual interviews with
ordinary people conducted in the
streets of Chicago. In the Law
rence production the 18 characters
will be portrayed by a company of
six actors rotating rdies through
out the play.
"Division Street Chicago” was
originally a controversial book.
Iglauer describes the dramatic ad
aptation as a portrait of a major
city with people as colors and the
streets as canvas.
"The Sandbox," one of Albee’s
earlier plays, describes a group of
people waiting for the expected.
Performed first in Germany and
later off-Broadway, Albee’s "Sand
box” is considered by many critics
to hold more than the usual con
tents of its namesake.

f
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requires an explanation longer
than the poem itself (however fine
the explanation—and Bly’s were
sujierb > lacks something as po
etry. The best poetry is ¥ike tliat
of the Japanese and Chinese mas
ters whom Mr. Bly praised so
often in the course of his reading—
it stands illone, sufficient and com
plete in itself.
Earlier Volume
Mr. Bly has written some such
poetry and some of it was pub
lashed in an earlier volume. “Si
lence in the Snowy Fields,” which
although it wo» no national
awards, seems to this writer to
lie by far the better part of Robert
Bly’s work.
SHAWN DUFFY

Amateur Fencers
Rank Lawrentienne
In Nation’s Top Ten
Miss Mary Heinecke, assistant
professor of physical education,
is the first Wisconsinite m history
to achieve a national ranking in
fencing. She has been ranked
tenth in the nation by the Ama
teur Fencers League of America.
Miss Heinecke, who has dom
inated Wisconsin women’s fenc
ing for the past several years,
shares the number ten position
with two other women.
The ranking was given primar
ily for her outstanding perform
ance m the National Champion
ships held in Miami, Fla., last
June. Miss Heinecke reached the
semi-final round and narrowly
missed making the finals Had
she competed In the finals, she
would have qualified to partici
pate in the final Olympic trv-outs
held in Teaneck, N.J.. last month.

F-A-S-T
film
processing
Large selection of Portable
Tape Recorders
Kodachrome and Kodacolor.
Two Day Service!
Black and White, brought in
by 9 a.m. ready same day.
Largest selection of qual
ity cameras in the area.

Off-College Avenue
“ Purgatory,” one of a few “cot
erie” plays written by Yeats, deals
with the relation between man’s
past ideas and present emotions.
Hamilton has described these two
unusual plays as effective anti
dotes for pre-finali jitters.
Within these three off-College
Avenue productions, there promise
to be elements of the unusual, the
exciting and the interesting for
Lawrence theatre goers.

ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.

ELZIE WILLIAMS

One-half Block off Campus
Fri. Nov. 8, 1968
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Lawrence University Choral Society
presents

Varsity — Frosh — Quad Squads — View From The Bench

GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL'S ORATORIO

"MESSIAH”

Pioneers Creak Past Vikes
Despite Last Quarter Fight
The Vike Gridders wene hand
ed their fifth set-back of the sea
son last Saturday afternoon by
the Grinnell Pioneers in a gam e
played a t Grinnell.

Needing only a field goal to win
the contest, Lawrence had a firstand-ten situation on the Grinnell
24. The Vikes, however, were
thrown back to their own 45, and
with the clock running out, lost
their last chance to take the
game.
Lawrence opened the action in

the first half by kicking off to
the Pioneers. They then held
Grinnell in its own territory,
forcing the Pioneers to give up
the pigskin. For the rest of the
quarter, th e Vikes maintained
good field position, and although
not scoring themselves, neverthe
less prevented any scoring threat
on the part of Grinnell.

The second stanza was char
acterized by a see-saw battle,
with neither team consistently
having field position. The half

Harriers Defeat Pioneers*
Vie for Third in Conference
The Lawrence cross country
team pushed their winning streak
to three last Saturday, as they
edged the Grinnell Pioneers 2729. This contest was the last
dual meet for the harriers and
allowed them to finish the sea
son with a dual meet record of
four wins and five 'losses, 3-4 in
ccnference meets.
First place was taken by Eric
Jahns of Grinnell, who toured
the flat Grinnell course in 21:43.

Sailing Club Gains
New Opportunities
The Lawrence Sailing Club’s
charter membership in the Wis
consin Intercollegiate Sailing As
sociation formed last year and
its membership in the Midwest
ern Collegiate Sailing Association
have provided Lawrentians with
sailing opportunities which are
far superior to those of virtually
all schools of comparable size.
The WISA facilities aie pres
ently in Milwaukee, and the or
ganization is in the process of
obtaining use of the North Shore
Coast Guard Station.
In addition to the opportunities
presently offered by the MCSA
to Lawrence <intercollegiate com
petition with Big Ten and other
large schools), many opportuni
ties will be offered by the Wis
consin Association. In c 1 u d e d
among these are sailing on Lake
Michigan, using many large and
varied classes of boats (some of
them Olympic class).
The WISA hopes to hold a
matched race regatta in 5.5 meter
boats next spring, and will also
enable Lawrence to increase the
number of participants in its pro
gram.

He was followed closely for three
miles by Lawrence’s Randy
Smith. Then, according to Smith,
“he took off.” Smith held on,
despite vestiges of a stomach
cramp, to finish second in a time
of 22:04, the best clocking for
a Lawrence runner this year over
four miles.
Third place was taken by Rus
sell of Grinnell, followed by Bill
Giese of Lawrence. Next for the
Vikings was co-captain Mark
Leonas, who ran a steady race
to finish sixth. He was followed
by Andy Reitz and Vem Witmat,
who finished seventh and eighth
respectively, to hold off the re
mainder of the Grinnell team.
Stu Torgerson, Lawrence’s sixth
runner, held off the Pioneers’
fifth man to insure the Vike vic
tory.
Tomorrow the Lawrence har
riers will meet the nest of the
conference at Chicago’s Washing
ton Park, where a new confer
ence champion will be determin
ed.
With the progress they have
made since the beginning of the
season, the Vikings are aspiring
for a first division finish and may
possibly place as high as third.
Carleton College, the defending
champion, is once again favored
to take the title, with St. Olaf
rated a close second. Earlier in
the season St. Olaf was ranked
as a potential upset team, but
they lost this status after drop
ping a dual meet to Carleton by
a sizeable score.
The Vikes will be in the midst
of a scramble for third with Coe,
Cornell Grinnell and Monmouth.
Coach Davis gives his team an
even chance to come out on top
of the heap. He explained, “Your
opponent only has two arms and
legs, just like you.”

1968-69 VARSITY SWIM SCHEDULE
Sat., Nov. 23—Telegraphic-Air Force Academy—1:30 p.m.—Home
Sat., Nov. 30—Ripon-Lawrence (V&F) — 1:30 p.m...............Home
Saturday, December 7 — Oshkosh R e lay s.............................Away
Friday, Janarv 10 — Carleton. 4:00 p.m................................Home
Saturday. January 11 — St. Olaf. 1:30 p.m......................... Home
Saturday, January 18 — Ripon (VAF), 1:30 p.m.................. Away
Sat., Jan. 25—Wis. State U, Stout, and St. Cloud College
Away
Friday, January 31 — Cornell, 4:00 p.m............................. Away
Saturday, February 1 — Grinnell, 1:30 p.m................ ........ Away
Friday. February 7 — U. of Wis. - Oshkosh. 4:00 p.m........ Away
Wednesday. Feb. 12 — U. of Wis. - Steven Point, 4:00 p.m.—Home
Saturday, February 22 — Beloit (V&F), 1:30 p.m............... Home
Friday Mid Sat.. Feb 28-Mar. 1 CONFERENCE at Knox College.
Galesburg, Illinois

Pape Kight
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Sunday, December 8, 7:30 P.M.
Lawrence Chapel

then ended in a 0-0 draw
The Vikes received the secondhalf kick off, but were unable to
do anything with it. Turning the
ball over to the Pioneers, they
then saw their opponents march
down field and eventually over
the double stripe.

The Pioneers, having a 7-0 lead,
kicked off to Lawrence, but the
boot was fumbled and the Pio
neers settled on the Vike 12-yard
line. The Lawrence defense held,
but Gninr.ell capitalized on its field
position, and split the uprights to
capture a 10-0 lead.
As the fourth quarter rolled
around, the Vikes were fighting
desperately to stay in the game.
They finally put together a drive
which took them well into Grin
nell territory whene a pass from
John Van de Hey to Hank Kinzie
pirt Lawrence on the score board.
For the conversion. Van de Hey
slipped off right tackle to put the
Vikes within two points of Grinm 0.
In the closing minutes of the
contest, after the ball had chang
ed hands a number of times, Tim
Meyer antercepted a Pioneer
aerial, and returned it to the
Grinnell 24. The Vikes tried to
take it in for a TD or a t least
for a better field goal position.
But Van de Hey was dumped
twice while trying to pass, and
the Vike6 ended up in a punting
situation on their own 45. All the
Pioneers had to do was run out
the clock.
Tomorrow the Vikes play at
Monmcu^h for their last game of
the season. After a disappointing
season, which after the first game
seemed to be one of their better,
the Lawrence Gridders will be
looking for vindication.
Mon
mouth. however, has a 5-1-1 rec
ord, handily defeated Beloit, 37
to 14, last week and smothered
GrinneM the week before, 50-0
The Monmouth game will also
mark the finale for 11 seniors.
They are co-captain Dennis De
Cock at defensive tackle, co-cap
tain Gar Kellom at center, quar
terback Dave Frasch, defensive
end Dale Schuparra, end Tom
Callaway, guard Rifl Baird, mid
dle guard Bob McKee, tackle Pete
NeulisJt, end Hank Kinzie, end
Rick Miller, and tackle Mike An
drews.
Grinnell:
Lawrence:
First Downs
Yards Rushing
Yards Passing
Total Yard
Punts Ave.
Passing
Fumbles Lost

MU

LAVAHN MAESCH, Conductor
Kathleen Harris, Lawrence University, soprano
M arcia Roberts, M adison, contralto
Robert Johnson, Chicago, tenor
Ralph Stang, N ew York, bass

with the

Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
Kenneth Byler conductor
and

180-Voice Choral Society
A D V A N C E Campus Mail Order Sale
Students should fill out and detach ticket order, en
close payment and self-addressed envelope with dorm
itory and room number. Post in campus mail or leave
at University box office; tickets will be returned
promptly. Student tickets are $1 ; adults, $2.
Regular box office counter sale will not begin until
Nov. 18. Mail advance orders to MKSSIAH, MusicDrama Center.

MESSIAH TICKET ORDER

□ Main floor, front
□ Main floor, rear

□ Balcony, sides
Q Balcony, rear

N a m e .................. ................A d d r e s s s .................................
Please mail order to “ Messiah,” Music-Drama Center

STUDENTS
Use Our COMPLETE Facilities
WALK-UP TELLER SERVICE
9 am. - 10 am.
3 pm. - 5 pm.

FIRST ,

■ ÏI

Member F.D.I.C.

0-0-10-0
0-0- 0-8
Grinnell Lawrence
19
10
1145
86
107
8fi
252
172
4-31
4-36
13-26-1 4-7-0
3-0
3-3

. i « a (: t T >
it
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Results

Results Last Week (Nov. 2)
Cornell 51, St. Olaf 27
Grinnell 10. Ijawrmce 8
Monmouth 37, Beloit 14
Ripon 35. Carleton 0
Coe 43. Knox 14
Final Games Tomorrow (Nov. 9 )
St. Olaf at Ripon
Coe at Grinnell
Beloit at Cornell—Dad's Dr.y
Lawrence at Monmouth— P a r
ents Day
Carleton at Knox

.

Enclosed find check (or money order) in am ount of
$ .............. f o r .................adult a n d - o r .................student !
tickets. I enclose a self-addressed envelope for your j
convenience. My seating preference:
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New Cage Coach Is Hopeful
For Successful First Year
by AL E S T E R L I N E
Coach John E. Poulson, the new
Lawrence University Varsity Bas
ketball Coach, looks forward to
an exciting and successful season
this year. Poulson has coached
high-school ball for 17 years, the
last five at Clinton, Iowa. He
hopes to up-hoild his outstanding
coaching record in his collegiate
debut year.

BOB T O W N S E N D , a senior varsity basketball player, takes a jump-shot at a recent pre
season team practice. Sophomores Mark Frodesen and Rick Farmer look on. Under new
coach John E. Poulson, the team looks forward to a successful season.

Poulson noted that the change
in schedule in the MWC will have
an effect on the practice routine.
In the past, the first conference
game for the Vikes came at the
beginning of the second term
(January), and there were two
non-eonference games at the end
of first term (December*. This
year, however, there are two con
ference games around the end of
November, one on November 30
against St. Olaf, and the other on
December 2 against Carleton.
Less Time to Prepare
This change in schedule has
two imporant implications; first
the Viking cagers have lass time
to prepare for the all-important
conference matches, and second,
there will be almost a month
break between the Carleton game
and the Holiday Tournament,
which takes place just after
Christmas.

Booters Boast 5-3 Record*
Vanquish Marquette, Beloit
The Lawrence University soc
cer team continued its rampage
over the weekend and extended
its winning streak to four straight
by defeating Bedoit 3-2 at Insti
tute Field Saturday. This was the
second victory in less than 24
hours, as the booters had previ
ously scored an impressive 2-1
win over a strong Marquette
eleven in Milwaukee.
Uphill Battle
Against Marquette, the team
fought an uphill baittle to gain the
lead and then held on to take
the decision. Marquette got on
the scoreboard early in the game
when a Lawrence defender, in
attempting to clear the ball, kick
ed it into his own net.
Then, midway into the second
quarter, Rusty Nordstrom tied
the score on a high drive that
went over the goalie’s outstretch
ed hands. Both teams were un
able to penetrate strong defenses.
However, Lawrence hustled
and, forcing the Marquette goalie
to make an enror, took the lead
on Nordstrom's second goal, a
drive into the open net. The goal
occurred with only a few sec
onds left in the third quarter and
was the last score of the game.
Jumped Into Lead
Determined to square their
series with Beloit after a 3-1
opening game loss, the Vikings
jumped into the lead when Bruce
Brown converted a penalty kick
in the first quarter,. However, Be
loit took advantage of a tired
Lawrence eleven and came surg
ing back to grab a 2-1 edge on
blasts from the 18 yard mark.

During the second half Law
rence pressured the Beloit goalie
with 25 shots. But it was not
until late in the third quarter
that Archie Koranteng tied the
score by heading in a corner
kick from Nordstrom.

Commenting on the team, Poul
son said: “We have the personnel
for a real good ball dub. I’m sure
we’ll be a contender.” He added
that there has been a “ marked
improvement in the past few prac
tices.”

Second Overtime
This forced the game into a
second overtime The referee
called a foul on the Belodt goalie.
and Lawrence was awarded an
indirect free kick. Korenteng con
verted a pass from Hermann
Obletz, and the Beloit team walk
ed off the field The game is
presently under protest.

Guards Could Re Problem
lie also stated that “guards
could be a problem; we might
have to shift some personnel.”
Last year, I^awrence had two im-

pressive guards, Brian Bock and
Don Brooke, who have graduated,
leaving the team with little depth
in the guard slot
Concerning strategy, Poulson
said: “ We are changing our de
fensive tactics. We plan to press
more than usual.” In practice the
Vike cagers have been working
mostly on fundamentals.
Sophomores Decent
For a full-court press to be ef
fective, it is necessary for a team
to have considerable depth, since
substitutions have to be made
freely for fatigued players. So
far, I’oulson stated, there are
about ten people out for basket
ball , and he expects another four
or five after the football season,
which should give the team suffi
cient depth. Also, he added, “ the
sophomores look fairly decent.”
Asked about his impression of
I^awrence, Poulson responded: “ I
like coaching at Lawrence. The
athletes seem to be very inter
ested They have the right out
look on the game; they give to
basketball during the basketball
time, and dedicate a tat of the
rest of their time to academic
matters. This isn’t a Big Ten
school, but the (athletic) com
petition is here.”
Not Much Attendance
Comparing his situation at Law
rence with his previous position,
Poulson said: “Where I coached
before, it was a basketball con
ference.” He explained that at
tendance often went over the two
thousand mark, and many of the
games were televised. He also
noted: “ From what I understand,
there em't much attendance at
basketball games here.”

Hustling. Confident

The Lawrence l>ooters have
played well since their first two
losses and now have a 5-3 rec
ord. They have developed into a
hustling, confident, and co-ordi
nated unit that should garner the
first winning season in the history
of soccer at Lawrence.
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What’s so special about
Beechwood Ageing?

Í V / f V / Í V Y I V ? | Vv

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
for appointment dial
9-1805
231 E. College Aye.

Appleton, Wis.

We m ust be bragging too much about
Beechwood Ageing.
Because we’re starting to get some
flak a b o u t it. Like, “ Beechw ood,
Beechwood . . . big deal.” And “ If
Beechwood Ageing is so hot,
why don’t you tell every
body w h a t it is?”
So we will.
First, it isn't big wooden
casks th a t we age Budweiser
in.
B u t it is a layer of thin
wood strips from the beech
tree (what else?) laid down
in a dense lattice on the
b o tto m of our glass-lined
brewing tanks. This is where

we let Budweiser ferment a second
time. (Most brewers q u it after one
fermentation. We don’t.)
These beechwood strips offer extra
surface area for tiny yeast particles
to cling to, helping clarify
the beer. And since these
strips are also porous, they
help absorb beer’s natural
“ edge,” giving Budweiser
its finished taste. Or in other
words, “ a taste, a sm ooth
ness and a drinkability you
Budweiser.
LMt« im
will find in no other beer a t
ItfWlD AND CANNtO IT
any price.”
L
.A»k
Ah yes, drinkability. That's
ÄL — t'rUM
HD
irm i ......
........... m
r*
w h a t ’s so s p e c ia l a b o u t
Beechwood Ageing.
B ut you know that.

ROCK, FOLK, JAZZ GROUPS! Enter the ’69 Inter
collegiate Music Festival, co-sponsored by the brewers of
Budweiser. Write: I.M.F., Box 1275, Leesburg, Fla. 32748.

C O N V E N IE N T C E N T R A L L O C A T IO N
IN A P P L E T O N , W IS C O N S IN

MO T O R H O T E L

J

Phon« <14/734-2*11
M eeting Facilities for 10 to 350

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS« • ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA . HOUSTON . COLUMBUS
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Former Dean in M ass. Education
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Broderick Favors Downtown Site
For U. of M ass.-Boston Campus
By N E IL H I L L E R
BOSTON, MASS. - The unoffi
cial sign in the entrance of the
building at 100 Arlington St. here
reads “Welcome to the Univer
sity of Massachusetts - Boston
Campus?” The structure, for
merly the headquarters of Con
sol »dated Gas of Massachusetts, is
echoing-old and somber.
Forced Patience
In the lobby, students cluster
and converse (occasionally in
Spanish) lounge against the
many packing crates, read Dos
toevsky singly, play cards in
groups, or wait with silent, forced
patience for the elevators which
are designated for either the evenor odd-numbered of the building's
twelve floors of classrooms.
The office of Chancellor Francis
L. Broderick, former Dean of
Lawrence and Downer Colleges,
is on the top floor of the building.
Attended by 3500
\ “We are dealing with students
who five years ago wouldn’t have
dreamed of going to college,”
Broderick said. “Ten years ago
there were 4000 people m public
higher education m the whole
estate. There are now 18,000. Twelve years from now there wiH
be 40,000.”
Fifteen thousand of those stu
dents will be a t the Boston school
Broderick heads which charges
$200 annual tuition, which is pres
ently attended by 3500 students
taught by 225 6aniky, and which
will graduate its first class in
June.
In a State of F l u
The decor of Broderick’s office
—Early 20th Century D re a ry like the new urban university it
self, is in a state oi flux from the
odd to the new. The dark wood
paneling remains, but the over
stuffed black leather couch, T-

style desk, and heavy curtaining
of the former office of Consoli
dated Gas’ executive assistant to
the president have been removed
and modern appointments install
ed.
Orderly Confusion
The familiar orderly confusion
of yellow legal pads, appoint
ments calendar, maniia files, and
books covering the new chancel
lery desk top illustrate the life
being generated by the new
school in the old building.
Through the large windows set
into the paneling beside and be
hind the desk is visible the U.
of Mass.-Boston “campus” — an
armory/library, former office
buildings, and factories, among
other structures.
Talking About Space
“We stopped talking about site
and started talking about space,”
Broderick said. By November 22
the Massachusetts trustees wuith
has advice will decide whether to
develop the present campus by
“merging into the community” or
start over with an alternative
$350,000,000 project elsewhere in
Boston.
Shared Facilities
Broderick, who favors the for
mer plan, believes that a truly
urban university, sharing buildmgs, theatres, laboratories and
other facilities with private con
cerns, can be developed out of
the school’s present holdings and
new acquisitions in the area.
According to the former Law
rence dean, the Boston campus
is presently “heavily dependent”
on the business and administra
tive faculties of the recently com
pleted Amherst branch of the
Massachusetts system. Plans for
the Boston campus include divi
sion for administrative purposes

into colleges of 2500 students as
the school reaches its projected
15.0000 enrollment
Pontifical Titles
Each of the colleges will prob
ably be headed by a dean, though
the master plan originally called
for what Broderick termed "an
incredible array of pontifical
titles.”
Though observing that by 198i)
Massachusetts will probably be
30.000 places behind the number
of ]>eople who will then wish to
attend public colleges, Broderick
is optimistic about the quality of
the liberal arts education at the
new institution he heads, and
about the personnel the school
can attract. “We’re in a strong
competitive position,” Broderick
said, “We re in Boston.”
Innovation Hard
Comparing U. of Mass.-Boston
and Lawrence, Broderick observ
ed, “ Innovation is hard to come
by both here and there,” and add
ed “We are sometimes mireddown in our own training; even
a little timid.” The former dean
expressed enthusiasm for the
Povolny Committtee study at
Lawrence. He also cited the tra
dition of Lawrence and the phil
osophy at his new post that “to
justify its expenditure of money
and talent” an educational insti
tution must continually strive for
excellence.
Courageous Act
Broderick, who held the posi
tion of Dean of Lawrence and
Downer Colleges for two and a
half years concluded “ It was a
courageous act by Terr to bring
in as dean someone without ex
perience in college administra
tion. I could never have come
here if I hadn’t had the experi
ence at Lawrence”

%

“Ten years ago 'there were 4000
people in higher education in the
whole state.”

“We’re in a strong competitive
position. We’re in Boston.”

B

“We are sometimes mired-down in
our own training; even a little
timid.”

R E H E A R S A L S FO R “CAMINO R E A L ” by Tennessee

W illiams enter their final stage this week as opening night,
Wednesday, November 20. draws near. ‘Carnino Real’ will
be the last production directed by F. Theodore Cloak,
professor of theatre-and drama, before he retires in June.

‘Camino Real’T o Portray
Lucid, Intelligible World’
By COLIN ETHERINGTON
Production on “Camino Real”
by Tennessee Williams is now
nearing completion as November
13, the opening night, draws near.
Rehearsal over the last few
weeks has been much helped by
the presence of William Munchow,
guest-actor, who will play Gut
man in F. Theodore Cloak’s pro
duction. Mr. Munchow who play
ed Hamlet in Cloak’s production
of 1949, and who has been a pro
fessional actor, acting through
out the country since he gradu
ated from Lawrence, was asked
to return to Lawrence and Ap
pleton, his home town, to play in
Cloak’s final production before he
retires in June.
When reviewing CSoak’s reper
tory over the past forty years,
with play« ranging from “Boy
Meets Girl” by Bella and Samuel
Spewack, to Ben Johnson’s “The
Alchemist” it is not surprising
to find that he has chosen “Ca
mino Real” as his last produc
tion.
Breaking with the realistic
theatre, Williams has produced
in “Camino Real” a long incan
tation with a large cast of char
acters drawn from history and
fiction, ranging from Casanova
to Lord Byron to Camille and
Kilroy, and back to Don Quixote,
and a constant flow of mood and
experience which is lucid and
pertinent
“A sensitive virtuoso,” com
mented Brooks Atkinson, drama
critic of The New York Times.
“Mr. Williams knows how to
create an intelligible world. As
theatre, ‘Camino Real’ is as elo
quent and rhythmic as a piece
of music.”
From the actor’s point of view,
Mr. Munchow commented, “How
right, how perfectly right are the
words, the action in Williams’
play.”
Much emphasis has been ap
plied throughout this production

on the realization of the freedom
and liberation. The set design,
incorporating the thrust stage
does much to capture the mood,
especially with the close audienee-actor relationship which is
evident throughout the play.
The experience of Munchow
will do much to stimulate the en
tire cast to capture the required
color and carnival atmosphere of
freedom and liberation. “My de
sire,” says WHliams, “was to
give the audience my own sense
of something wild and unrestrict
ed that ran like water in the
mountains, or clouds changing
shape in a gale, or the continu
ally dissolving and transforming
images of a dream.”
Tickets for Lawrence students
are available at no cost at the
box office in the Music-Drama
Center from 32:30 to 6 p.m., daily
except Sunday.

Broderick Advises:
‘Just Say Phooey!’
Reprinted from The Boston Globe
During a recent discussion at a
Harvard Graduate School of Edu
cation meeting on the role of uni
versities in changing city school
systems, one student asked how to
answer those who claim dealing
with social probfems is not the
business of a university.
“Just say, ‘Phooey” ’ Dr Fran
cis Broderick, new chancellor of
the University of MassachusettsBoston, responded.
“That’s the proper answer for
universities that want to publish
scholarly books and don’t want
to have an impact on the civiliza
tion around them. They just damn
well better be a part of that civ
ilization or they might not be there
at the beginning of the 21st cen
tury.”

CHRISTMAS CARDS,
BOOKS, ALBUMS, STATIONERY
— SOM ETHING FOR EVERY MEM BER OF THE FAM ILY —
SHOP N O W OR A T YOUR LEISURE

CONKEYS BOOK STORE

